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I.

Storm water Program Overview

Executive Summary
This Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) was developed by the Village of Round Lake
Beach with the purpose of meeting the minimum standards required by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Phase II program. Federal regulations through the USEPA require that all
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s), partially or fully in urbanized areas based on
the 2000 census, obtain storm water permits for their discharges into receiving waters.
The SWMP describes the procedures and practices that are implemented by the Village of
Round Lake Beach (Village) toward the goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants within storm
water runoff to comply with Federal standards. Compliance with the SWMP is intended to
protect water quality thus contributing to cleaner lakes and streams, improved recreational
opportunities and tourism, flood damage reduction, better aesthetics and wildlife habitat, and a
safer and healthier environment for the citizens.

Regulatory Background
The NPDES permit process regulates the discharge of storm water from MS4s, construction
sites, and industrial activities based on amendments to the Clean Water Act in 1987 and the
subsequent 1990 and 1999 regulations by the USEPA. In Illinois, the USEPA has delegated
administration of the federal NDPES program to the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
(IEPA). On December 20, 1999 the IEPA issued a General NPDES Phase II permit for all MS4s
(ILR40 permit). Under the General Permit, each MS4 was required to submit a Notice of Intent
(NOI) declaring compliance with the conditions of the permit by March 10, 2003. The original
NOI described the proposed activities and best management practices that occurred over the
original 5-year period toward the ultimate goal of developing a compliant SWMP. At the end of
the 5th year (March 1, 2008) the components of the SWMP were required to be implemented.
The IEPA reissued the ILR40 permit on February 20, 2009 and again on February 10, 2016. A
copy of the 2016 ILR40 permit is included in Appendix A.
Any municipality covered by the ILR40 permit is also granted automatic coverage under the
NPDES General Permit ILR10 (ILR10 permit) for the discharge of storm water associated with
construction site activities for municipal construction projects disturbing one acre or more of
land. Municipalities are covered 30 days after the IEPA receives the project specific NOI from the
municipality. Private developments located within the Village are also required to obtain their
own project specific coverage under the ILR40 permit. A copy of the 2013 ILR10 permit is
included in Appendix B.

Water Quality Standards
The IEPA is required under Sections 303(d), 305(b) and 314 of the Clean Water Act to assess
waters of the State (waters) and evaluate compliance with applicable water quality standards
and designated uses. Waters that are assessed as not achieving those standards are identified in
the Integrated Water Quality Report.
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Waters, such as lakes and streams, identified in the Integrated Water Quality Report in
accordance with Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act are deemed impaired for specific
chemical constituents. Consequently, additional loadings (i.e. discharges) of those chemical
constituents may be restricted. In addition to possible restrictions on future loadings to listed
waterbodies, waters identified in accordance with Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act are
subject to the development of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs).

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
TMDL reports are created by IEPA for impaired waters. TMDL reports consist of data analysis to
quantitatively assess water quality, document waterbodies or segments of waterbodies that are
impaired, and identify potential contributing sources to the impairment. Based on those factors,
the amount and type of pollutant load reduction needed to bring water quality into compliance
is calculated. The TMDL report provides the scientific basis for states and local communities to
establish water quality-based controls to reduce pollutant loads from both point and non-point
sources. Information regarding TMDLs may be found at http://www.epa.state.il.us/water/tmdl/.
The Village reviews the status of TMDL reports as part of each year’s annual reports. Upon
issuance of additional TMDL requirements, the Village will create an implementation strategy
that will be described in the
Figure 1 Major Watersheds
annual report and
incorporated into the next
revision of the SWMP.

Watersheds, Sub-Watersheds,
and Receiving Waters

Pike-Root

Watersheds
A watershed is the area of
land that drains (and
contributes runoff) to a given
stream or river. Watersheds
are important because
pollution at the water’s
source may impact water
quality in downstream areas.
The Village of Mount Prospect
is located within the Des
Plaines River watershed.
Figure 1 illustrates the
location of the Village within
the Des Plaines River
watershed.
The Des Plaines River
originates in Racine and
Kenosha Counties in
Wisconsin, flowing south into

Upper Fox

Lake Michigan
Kishwaukee

Des Plaines

Lower Fox

Legend

Chicago

Little Calumet-Galien

Watersheds
State of IL
Mount Prospect

Upper Illinois
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Illinois. The Des Plaines River watershed in Lake County drains an area of approximately 202
square miles. It is the largest of the county’s four major watersheds. The topography of the
watershed is dominated by a gently rolling landscape with numerous wet marshy areas.
Sub -Watersheds

Figure 2 Sub-Watersheds

A sub-watershed is the land area
that contributes storm water to one
of the receiving waters that is
tributary to a major river such as
the Fox River or Des Plaines River.
The Village is located within the
Squaw Creek and Mill Creek subwatersheds of the Fox River and Des
Plaines River, respectively (see
Figure 2).
Receiving Waters
A receiving water is a natural or
man-made system into which storm
water or treated wastewater is
discharged, including major rivers
and their tributary stream systems.
Receiving waters within the Village
include Hook Lake, Highland Lake
Drain, Round Lake, Indian Hill Creek,
Round Lake Drain, and Long Lake
(see Figure 3).

Legend
Round Lake Beach Boundary
Sub-Watersheds

Status of Waters
As can be seen on Figure 4, three of the Lakes within the Village are identified as “impaired” by
the IEPA. The three lakes are Long Lake, Hook Lake, and Round Lake. The most recent Integrated
Water Quality Report and Section 303(d) Lists can be found at
http://www.epa.state.il.us/water/water-quality/index.html. At this time, TMDLs have been
established for Long Lake and Round Lake, and will be discussed in the next section. TMDL
statuses are reviewed annually and upon issuance of a TMDL requirement, an implementation
strategy or plan will be created and incorporated into the next SWMP revision. A summary of
the IEPA 2016 assessment is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 3 Receiving Waters

Figure 4 Impaired Waters
Legend
RLB_Boundary
303d Lakes (2016)
Water Features
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Table 1 IEPA Assessment Summary for Hook Lake, Round Lake, and Long Lake
Waterway

Impaired
Use

Causes

Sources

TMDL Status

Hook Lake
(IL_STW)

Aesthetic
Quality

- Phosphorus (total)
- Total Suspended
Solids
- Aquatic Plants
(Macrophytes)

- Impervious Surface/Parking Lot
Runoff
- Rural (Residential Areas)
- Runoff from
Forest/Grassland/Parkland
- Source Unknown

None, not on 20162018 TMDL
Development
Schedule

Round Lake
(IL_RTH)

Aesthetic
Quality

- Phosphorus (total)
- Total Suspended
Solids

-

Rural (Residential Areas)
Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
Internal Nutrient Recycling
Agriculture
Pesticide Application

Upper Fox River/Chain
O’Lakes Watershed
TMDL Final Stage 1
Report – TMDL for
Total Phosphorus

Long Lake
(IL_RTJ)

Aesthetic
Quality

- Phosphorus (total)
- Total Suspended
Solids

- Residential Districts
- Site Clearance (Land
Development/Redevelopment)
- Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers
- Runoff from
Forest/Grassland/Parkland
- Internal Nutrient Recycling

Upper Fox River/Chain
O’Lakes Watershed
TMDL Final Stage 1
Report - TMDL for
Total Phosphorus

Watershed Plans and Reports
The following watershed plans and reports are applicable to the Village of Round Lake Beach.
Upper Fox River/Chain O’Lakes Watershed TMDL Final Stage 1 Report
Long Lake and Round Lake are included in the Upper Fox River/Chain O’Lakes Watershed TMDL
Final Stage 1 Report (2004). TMDLs have been established for Round Lake and Long Lake for
Total Phosphorus (see Table 2). The TMDL target for each lake is < 0.05 mg/L. The Village has
addressed the TMDL by adoption a phosphorus ordinance (Chapter 9 of the Village Code).
Chapter 9 of the Village Code prohibits the application of fertilizer which contains any amount of
phosphorus or other compound containing phosphors such as phosphate, with a few
exceptions.
Table 2 TMDL Targets for Impaired Waterbodies in the Upper Fox/Chain O’Lakes Watershed
Waterway

Impairment

TMDL Target

Round Lake (IL_RTH)

Total Phosphorus

< 0.05 mg/L

Long Lake (IL_RTJ)

Total Phosphorus

< 0.05 mg/L
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Squaw Creek Watershed Management Plan

Round Lake and Long Lake are located within the Squaw Creek Watershed. The Lake County
Stormwater Management Commission (SMC) prepared a management plan for the Squaw Creek
watershed that was adopted in 2004. The Squaw Creek Watershed Management Plan contains a
summary of data collected for the watershed, quantifies water resource-related problems,
presents goals and objectives agreed upon by the stakeholder group, and presents a list of
recommended actions for effectively managing the watershed’s resources in concert with
activities such as comprehensive planning, zoning, and transportation planning. The watershed
plan is an advisory document for stakeholders of the watershed and does not contain regulatory
requirements.
Mill Creek Watershed and Flood Mitigation Plan
Hook Creek is located within the Mill Creek Watershed. In 2014, SMC prepared the Mill Creek
Watershed and Flood Mitigation Plan. The purpose of this effort was to come up with a plan to
restore watershed lakes, streams, and wetlands to a healthy condition while reducing the
impacts of water pollution and flood damage on watershed residents, and providing
opportunities for watershed stakeholders to have a significant role in the process. The Mill
Creek Watershed and Flood Mitigation Plan identifies Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
remedy or mitigate losses of natural resources, water quality degradation, and flood damages.
The plan also makes recommendations for watershed stakeholders to implement to preserve,
manage, and restore natural resources as well as prevent actions that will cause or exacerbate
unintended water quality and flood damage problems.

Permit Coverage
The ILR40 permit authorizes the discharge of storm water from MS4s into receiving waters.
Storm water is defined in the ILR40 permit as “storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and
surface runoff and drainage”. MS4s include a conveyance or system of conveyances that are:
owned by a state, city, town, village, or other public entity that discharges storm water to
waters of the U.S.; designed or used to collect or convey storm water (e.g., storm drains, pipes,
ditches); not a combined sewer; and not part of a sewage treatment plant or publicly owned
treatment works. Regulated conveyance systems typically include roadway drainage systems,
storm sewers, catch basins, gutters, ditches, swales, manmade channels, and storm sewers.
The following discharges are authorized under the ILR40 permit, provided they have been
determined not to be substantial contributors of pollutants.
• Water line and fire hydrant flushing.
• Dechlorinated pH neutral swimming pool
discharges.
• Landscape irrigation water.
• Flows from riparian habitats and wetlands.
• Rising ground waters.
• Residual street wash water.
• Ground water infiltration.

• Discharges or flows from firefighting
activities.
• Pumped ground water.
• Routine external building wash down
which does not use detergents.
• Discharges from potable water sources.
• Dechlorinated water reservoir discharges.
• Foundation and drains.
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• Pavement wash waters where spills or
leaks of toxic or hazardous materials have
not occurred.
• Air conditioning condensate.
• Storm sewer cleaning water.
• Irrigation water.

• Water from individual residential car
washing.
• Springs.
• Water from crawl space pumps.

The following discharges are NOT authorized by the ILR40 permit:
• Storm water discharges that are mixed with non-storm water or storm water associated with
industrial activity unless such discharges are in compliance with a separate NPDES permit.
• Discharges from dewatering activities (including discharges from dewatering of trenches and
excavations) are allowable if managed by appropriate controls as specified in a project's
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, or Storm
Water Management Plan.
• Concrete and wastewater from washout of concrete (unless managed by an appropriate
control), drywall compound, wastewater from washout and cleanout of stucco, paint, form
release oils, curing compounds and other construction materials, fuels, oils, or other
pollutants used in vehicle and equipment operation and maintenance, soaps, solvents, or
detergents, toxic or hazardous substances from a spill or other release, or any other pollutant
that could cause or tend to cause water pollution.
• Storm water discharges that the IEPA determines are not appropriately covered by the ILR40
permit.

MS4 Program Requirements
Under the ILR40 permit, owners of regulated MS4 systems are required to develop, implement,
and enforce a Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) designed to reduce the discharge of
pollutants from their MS4 to the maximum extent practicable to protect water quality and
satisfy the appropriate water quality requirements of the Illinois Pollution Control Board Rules
and Regulations (35 III. Administrative Code, Subtitle C, Chapter 1) and the Clean Water Act.
“Maximum Extent Practicable” is a technology-based discharge standard established by
Congress in the Clean Water Act. Since no precise definition of “maximum extent practicable”
exists, it allows for maximum flexibility on the part of MS4s.
SWMPs must include six minimum control measures. For each of these six minimum measures,
MS4s must identify measurable goals and implement management practices to achieve those
measurable goals. The six minimum control measures include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
Public Involvement/Participation
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment
Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations
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Detailed information regarding each of the six minimum control measures is provided in Section
IV of this document.

Storm Water Pollutants of Concern
Polluted storm water runoff is commonly transported through MS4s, and then often discharged,
untreated, into local waterways. Storm water runoff naturally contains numerous constituents;
however, urbanization and urban activities (including municipal activities) typically increase
concentrations to levels that may impact water quality. The typical pollutants found in urban
storm water include sediment (from eroding streambanks and constructions sites), nutrients,
fecal coliform (from animals and failing septic systems), chlorides, oil and grease, pesticides,
herbicides, and metals. Table 3 identifies the pollutants of concern for the Village and their
potential sources. Table 4 identifies a list of municipal activities that have the potential for
generating pollutants. Additional information regarding pollutants of concern from residential,
commercial, and industrial properties is located in Appendix C. This SWMP describes the
procedures and practices that are implemented by the Village of Round Lake Beach toward the
goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants within storm water runoff in order to comply with
the ILR40 permit.
Table 3 Typical Pollutants and Potential Sources

Pollutants
Sediment
Nutrients
Fecal Coliform

Sources
Construction sites

Streambank erosion

Fertilizers
Pet waste
Untreated sewage
Pet waste

Sanitary sewer overflows
Failing septic systems
Failing septic systems

Chlorides

De-icing salts

Oil & Grease

Parking lots and streets
Automotive facilities
Illicit discharges

Spills and leaks
Motor lubricants
Hydraulic fluids

Pesticides & Herbicides

Residential lawn care

Commercial lawn care

Metals

Rust from automobiles
Moving engine parts
Lubricating oil

Tire and brake lining wear
Diesel fuel and gasoline exhaust
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Table 4 Municipal Activities with Potential for Generating Pollutants

Fixed Facilities Activities

Field Program Activities

Building Maintenance and Repair

Street Sweeping and Cleaning

Parking Lot Maintenance

Street Repair and Maintenance

Landscape Maintenance

Bridge and Structure Maintenance

Waste Handling and Disposal

Sidewalk Surface Repair and Cleaning

Vehicle Fueling and Storage Tank Filling

Landscape Mowing/Trimming/Planting

Equipment Maintenance and Repair

Fertilizer and Pesticide Application

Vehicle and Equipment Storage

Solid Waste Collection and Recycling

Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning
Material Handling and Storage
Material Loading and Unloading

II.

Program Management

Coordination
The Village of Round Lake Beach has a Trustee-President form of government. The Board
consists of an elected Mayor, six elected Trustees, and an elected Village Clerk. The Director of
Public Works, or designee, has primary responsibility for managing the overall SWMP.
Storm Water Coordinator
The Director of Public Works, or designee, is the Storm Water Coordinator for the Village and is
responsible for the oversight and implementation of this SWMP. The Storm Water Coordinator
has many different responsibilities, he/she:
• is the lead contact for coordination with the IEPA, SMC, Lake County, the development
community, and other external regulatory agencies;
• understands the requirements of the ILR40 permit, ensures that the SWMP meets the
requirements of the permit, and that the Village effectively implements the SWMP;
• ensures that the Village complies with all minimum Watershed Development Ordinance
(WDO) provisions;
• is aware when a project is required to be authorized under the NPDES ILR10 General Permit
for Storm Water Discharges from Construction Site Activities (ILR10 permit). In these cases,
the Storm Water Coordinator should ensure that the Notice of Intent is received by IEPA at
least 30 days prior to the start of construction;
• assists the development community in understanding when coverage under the ILR10 permit
is required, and whether construction sites comply with permit conditions; and
• understands the role illicit discharges play in the overall NPDES Phase II Program. In general,
an incidence of non-compliance must be filed with the IEPA for illicit discharges exiting an
MS4’s outfall into a receiving water. Additionally, if the illicit discharge is generated by a
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construction site, it may be necessary for both the construction site permit applicant and the
Village to file the incidence of non-compliance form with the IEPA.

Enforcement Officer
The Director of Public Works, or designee, is the Enforcement Officer with respect to the
administration and enforcement of the WDO. Additionally, the Enforcement Officer is
responsible for performing inspections and monitoring the development on behalf of the
Village. Review and inspection efforts are performed by personnel under his/her direct
supervision. The Enforcement Officer follows established procedures for notifying applicants of
deficiencies and obtaining site compliance (i.e. enforcement). The Enforcement Officer has the
responsibility to concur that projects meet WDO standards prior to the issuance of permits, and
oversee site inspections during construction.
Public Works Department
Infrastructure maintenance activities within the Village are carried out by Public Works
personnel. Public Works personnel are designated as the primary entity responsible for
performing the duties related to illicit discharge detection and elimination, pollution prevention,
and good housekeeping.
Coordination with the IEPA
The Village is required to complete annual reports which describe the status of compliance with
the ILR40 permit. The annual report must be posted on the Village’s website and submitted to
the IEPA by the first day of June each year. Each report covers the period from March of the
previous year through February of the current year. Records regarding the completion and
progress of the SWMP commitments must be kept by the Village, and must be available for
inspection by both the IEPA and the general public. The annual report must contain the
following information:


An assessment of the appropriateness and effectiveness of the Village's identified BMPs and
progress towards achieving the statutory goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable (MEP), and the Village's identified measurable goals for each of
the minimum control measures.



The status of compliance with permit conditions, including a description of each incidence of
non-compliance with the permit, and the Village’s plan for achieving compliance with a
timeline of actions taken or to be taken.



Results of information collected and analyzed, including monitoring data, if any, during the
reporting period.



A summary of the storm water activities the Village plans to undertake during the next
reporting cycle, including an implementation schedule.



A change in any identified BMP or measurable goal that apply to the program elements.



Notice that the Village is relying on another government entity to satisfy some of the permit
obligations (if applicable).
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An updated summary of any BMP or adaptive management strategy constructed or
implemented pursuant to any approved TMDL or alternate water quality management
study. Assess whether the WLA or other performance requirements for storm water
discharges from the Village are being met using the results of the monitoring program.



If a Qualifying Local Program (QLP) is implementing any or all of the minimum control
measures on behalf of the Village.

Coordination with Lake County Storm Water Management Commission (SMC)
Coordination between the Village and SMC occurs through both participation in the SMC
sponsored Municipal Advisory Committee (MAC) forums and the WDO. SMC serves as a
Qualifying Location Program (QLP) by implementing various minimum control measures
specified in the ILR40 permit. Although SMC is not itself an MS4, it does perform activities
related to each of the six minimum control measures.
Coordination with Consultants
The Village may enlist the services of consultants to assist in the implementation of the SWMP
(including, but not limited to, plan review, site inspections, and enforcement), and the design of
Village projects.
Coordination of Contractors
The Village has a responsibility to hire contractors who are knowledgeable of the applicable
requirements of the ILR40 and ILR10 permits. The Village requires documentation that
appropriate training has been completed annually, for all contractors retained to manage or
carry out routine maintenance, repair, or replacement of public surfaces in current green
infrastructure or low impact design techniques applicable to such projects. Contractors may
provide training to their employees for projects which include green infrastructure or low
impact design techniques.
Coordination with the Public
Coordination with the public occurs on several levels. In addition to the avenues described in
this SWMP, the public has the opportunity to comment on proposed preliminary and final plats
through the review process established by the Village’s Municipal Code.
Coordination with the Development Community
The Village has a responsibility to assist the development community in understanding when an
ILR10 permit (for construction site storm water discharges) is required and whether
construction sites comply with permit conditions. A copy of the 2015 NPDES General Permit No.
ILR10 is located in Appendix B of this document.
Village staff should understand the role illicit discharges play in the overall NPDES Phase II
program. In general, an incidence of non-compliance (ION) must be filed with the IEPA for illicit
discharges exiting the Village’s outfall into a receiving water. Additionally, if the illicit discharge
is generated by a construction site, it may be necessary for both the applicant and the Village to
file the ION form with the IEPA. The Village has a responsibility to inform the development
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community that they are required to hire contractors which meet the qualifications necessary
under the program.
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III.

Best Management Practices and Measurable Goals

Six Minimum Control Measures
This SWMP includes six Minimum Control Measure (MCM) categories, each of which is
necessary in an effort to reduce/eliminate storm water pollution in receiving waters. The six
required MCMs are as follows:
1. Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
2. Public Involvement/Participation
3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
4. Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
5. Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment
6. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Identification and Selection of Best Management Practices
Effective storm water management is often achieved from a management systems approach as
opposed to an approach that focuses on individual practices. That is, the pollutant control
achievable from any given management system is viewed as the sum of the parts, taking into
account the range of effectiveness associated with each single practice, the costs of each
practice, and the resulting overall cost and effectiveness. Some individual practices may not be
very effective alone but in combination with others may provide a key function in highly
effective systems. The ILR40 permit encourages such system-building by stating the minimum
requirements in more general terms, which allows for the use of appropriate situation-specific
sets of practices (BMPs) that will achieve the MCMs.
To achieve a systematic approach for storm water management, the USEPA notes that these six
MCMs should be implemented by applying one or more BMPs appropriate to the location and
climate. The USEPA established a menu of BMPs that have been found to be representative of
the types of practices that can be applied successfully to achieve the six MCMs. The USEPA
recognizes that there is often site-specific regional and national variability in the selection of
appropriate BMPs as well as in the design constraints and pollution control effectiveness of
practices. The list of practices for each MCM is not all-inclusive and does not preclude the
Village from using other technically sound practices. However, the practice or set of practices
chosen by the Village need to achieve the MCM.
Measurable goals are BMP design objectives or goals that quantify the progress of program
implementation and the performance of the Village’s BMPs. They are objective markers or
milestones that the Village and the IEPA will use to track the progress and effectiveness of the
BMPs in reducing pollutants to the maximum extent practical. Measurable goals may be based
on one or more of the following general categories:
Tracking implementation over time: Where a BMP is continually implemented over the
permit term, a measurable goal can be developed to track how often or where this BMP is
implemented.
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Measuring progress in implementing the BMP: Some BMPs are developed over time and a
measurable goal can be used to track this progress until BMP implementation is completed.

Tracking total numbers of BMPs implemented: Measurable goals also can be used to track
BMP implementation numerically, e.g., the number of wet detention basins in place or the
number of people changing their behavior due to the receipt of educational materials.
Tracking program/BMP effectiveness: Measurable goals can be developed to evaluate BMP
effectiveness, for example, by evaluating a structural BMP’s effectiveness at reducing
pollutant loadings or evaluating a public education campaign’s effectiveness at reaching and
informing the target audience to determine whether it reduces pollutants to the maximum
extent practical. A measurable goal can also be a BMP design objective or a performance
standard.
Tracking environmental improvement: The ultimate goal of the NPDES storm water
program is environmental improvement, which can be a measurable goal. Achievement of
environmental improvement can be assessed and documented by ascertaining whether
state water quality standards are being met for the receiving waterbody or by tracking
trends or improvements in water quality (chemical, physical, and biological) and other
indicators such as the hydrologic or habitat condition of the waterbody or watershed.
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IV.

Storm water Management Program

This section outlines the six required MCMs and description of the BMPs that are implemented,
including measurable goals and the method of tracking.

MCM #1: Public Education and Outreach
The Village of Round Lake Beach utilizes a variety of methods to educate and provide outreach
to the public about the impacts of storm water discharges on waterbodies and the steps that
the public can take to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff. Outreach publications includes
Village contact information to encourage residences to report environmental concerns.
Distribution of Educational Materials
Educational materials are distributed in the Village newsletter, on the Village website, at take-away racks in Village offices, at outreach events, and at scheduled meetings with the general
public. Topics include:
• Storm water BMPs including cost-benefits and implementation guidance.
• Construction site activities (soil erosion and sediment control BMPs).
• Effective pollution prevention measures regarding storage and disposal of fuels, oils, and
similar materials used in the operation of, or leaking from vehicles and other equipment.
• Effective pollution prevention measures regarding the use of soaps, solvents, or detergents
used in outdoor washing of vehicles, furniture, and other property, paint and related décor.
• Refuse, recycling, and yard waste.
• Lawn and garden care.
• Winter de-icing material storage and use.
• Green infrastructure strategies such as green roofs, rain gardens, rain barrels, bio-swales,
permeable piping, dry wells, and permeable pavement.
• The potential impacts and effects on storm water discharge due to climate change
http://epa.gov/climatechange.
• Hazards associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste and the manner in
which to report such discharges.
• Proper hazardous waste use and disposal, special collection of household products, and
programs organized by the Solid Waste Agency of Lake County (SWALCO).
•

Information on the Village’s MS4 Program, including the SWMP, Notice of Intent, and annual
reports.
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Measurable Goals
1. Distribute educational materials in the Village newsletter, on the Village website, at take-away racks in Village offices, at outreach events, and at scheduled meetings with the general
public.
2. Maintain and update the portion of the website dedicated to storm water.
3. Post the Village’s SWMP, Notice of Intent, current Annual Report, and the previous 5 years
of Annual Reports on the Village website.
Tracking
1. Track documents that are posted or updated on the village website or included in the
Village newsletter.
Household Hazardous Waste Program
The average garage contains a lot of products that are classified as hazardous wastes, including
paints, stains, solvents, used motor oil, pesticides, and cleaning products. While some
household hazardous waste may be dumped into storm drains, most enters the storm drain
system as a result of outdoor rinsing and cleanup. Improper disposal of household hazardous
waste can result in acute toxicity to downstream aquatic life. The desired neighborhood
behavior is to participate in household hazardous waste collection days, and to use appropriate
pollution prevention techniques when conducting rinsing, cleaning, and fueling operations.
For household products that cannot go into the curbside recycling program or in landfills, there
are several ways to dispose of these materials through programs organized by SWALCO. Round
Lake Beach is a member community of this regional, intergovernmental agency. As a member,
Round Lake Beach residents are provided with a variety of waste management services,
programs, and resource materials that include collections for special materials that are not
allowed as part of curbside recycling or should not go into the garbage due to toxicity or
recoverability (reuse and recycling).
Measurable Goals
1. Support and publicize SWALCO efforts.
Tracking
1. Track the number of household hazardous waste disposal events that occur within the
Village that are coordinated with SWALCO.
2. Confirm link to SWALCO website on the Village’s website.
Residential Recycling
Recycling is an effective means of achieving pollution prevention goals. Recycling is a series of
activities that includes collecting recyclable materials that would otherwise be considered
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waste, sorting, and processing recyclables into raw materials such as fibers, and manufacturing
raw materials into new products. Trash and floating debris in waterways can become significant
pollutants and potentially pose a threat to wildlife and human health (e.g., choking hazards to
wildlife and bacteria to humans). For residents, the most convenient kind of collection is
curbside collection. The Village offers curbside refuse collection twice a week for its residents.
Waste Management provides every single-family home with a 96-gallon container for recycling.
The recyclables accepted include newspaper, mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, and mixed
recyclables such as glass bottles and jars, steel/tin/bi-metal cans, aluminum cans/foils/tins and
various plastic containers.
Measurable Goals
1. Continue to offer and promote curbside waste and recycling collection for residents.
Tracking
1. Track the number of recycling events that occur within the Village that are coordinated with
SWALCO.
2. Confirm link to SWALCO website is on the Village’s website.

MCM #2: Public Participation and Involvement
The public participation and involvement program allows input from citizens during the
development and implementation of the SWMP.
Public Review
The Village conducts one public meeting annually to present the annual report to the Village
Board during an open meeting. This public meeting allows the public to provide input as to the
adequacy of the Village's MS4 Program. Comments are evaluated for inclusion and incorporated
into the next revision of the SWMP as appropriate. The meeting is typically part of a regular
Village Board meeting. Public notification about the meeting content complies with Illinois’
public notice requirements.
Measurable Goals
1. Present each year’s Annual Report to the Village Board during an open meeting and provide
for input from the public as to the adequacy of the SWMP.
2. Evaluate and incorporate comments received from the Village Board and the public.
Tracking
1. Track the number of attendees present at the annual meeting.
2. Track the number of comments received as a result of the meeting.
Environmental Justice Areas
Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless
of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. The EPA has this goal for all
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communities and persons across the nation. It will be achieved when everyone enjoys the same
degree of protection from environmental and health hazards, and equal access to the decisionmaking process to have a healthy environment in which to live, learn, and work.

“Potential” environmental justice communities have been identified based on IEPA guidance to
include communities with a low-income and/or minority population greater than twice the
statewide average. In addition, a community may be considered a potential environmental
justice community if the low-income and/or minority population is less than twice the statewide average but greater than the statewide average and that has identified itself as an
environmental justice community. If the low-income and/or minority population percentage is
equal to or less than the statewide average, the community should not be considered a
potential environmental justice community. The following web application is another resource
that can be used to determine if an area would qualify for consideration as an environmental
justice community https://ejscreen.epa.gov/mapper/index.html. Using the EPA environmental
justice website, the Demographic Index was reviewed. The Demographic Index is an index based
on the average of two demographic indicators; percent low-income and percent minority,
defined below.



Percent Minority: The percent of individuals in a block group who list their racial status
as a race other than white alone and/or list their ethnicity as Hispanic or Latino.
Percent Low-Income: The percent of a block group's population in households where
the household income is less than or equal to twice the federal "poverty level."

Using the EPA environmental justice website, the Village determined that there are areas within
the Village that exceed the 70th percentile for the state (see Figure 5). To address this, the
Village makes educational material available in Spanish at 1937 N. Municipal Way, Round Lake
Beach, IL 60073.
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Figure 5 EJ Screening Map

Measurable Goals

1. Repeat the process of determining environmental justice areas annually. If any
environmental justice areas are identified within the community, ensure that BMP efforts
are targeted at these areas.
Tracking
1. Provide results of the environmental justice screening effort in the Annual Report.
2. Track efforts to address EJ areas.
Complaints, Suggestions, and Requests
The Village encourages the submission of complaints, suggestions, and requests related to its
SWMP. Calls are screened, logged, and routed to the appropriate individual for action. The
Village website contains a link that allows residents, businesses, and visitors to communicate
their concerns directly to the Village. An online account can be created to track requests.
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Measurable Goals
1. Encourage the submission of complaints, suggestions, and requests related to the SWMP by
publicizing contact information on educational materials and on the Village website.
2. Provide methods for residents, businesses, and visitors to communicate their concerns.
3. Respond to concerns in a timely fashion.
Tracking
1. Track the number of calls received.
2. Track the number of Online Service Requests received.
Watershed Planning and Stakeholders Meetings
The Village of Round Lake Beach participates (and encourages the participation of local
stakeholders) in local program events and other sponsored watershed planning events. The
Village attends these events and will adopt watershed plans per the direction and in
coordination with the IEPA.
Measurable Goals
1. Participate in watershed planning and stakeholder meetings.
2. Participate in a local watershed group that addresses issues associated with the use of
chlorides (i.e. road salt).
Tracking
1. Track the subject matter and number of meetings attended by Village staff.

MCM #3: Illicit Discharge, Detection, and Elimination
An “illicit discharge” is defined in 40 CFR 122.26(B)(2) as any discharge to a MS4 that is not
composed entirely of storm water, except discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit (other than
the NPDES permit for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer) and discharges
resulting from firefighting activities. Currently, illicit discharges contribute considerable
pollutant loads to receiving waters. Illicit discharges can enter the storm sewer system as either
an indirect connection (e.g., spills that enter the storm drain system at an inlet and dumping a
liquid into a storm drain inlet) or direct piping connections to the storm sewer system.
Understanding the potential locations and the nature of illicit discharges in urban watershed is
essential to find, fix, and prevent them. The Village has identified “outfalls” for the purpose of
implementing this SWMP. An “outfall” is defined in 40 CFR 122.2 as a point source where a
municipal separate storm sewer discharges to a waters of the U.S. For the purposes of this
SWMP, an outfall is a storm sewer outlet, or other open conveyance point discharge location,
that discharges into a Waters of the U.S, receiving stream, or another MS4.
Storm Sewer System Map
As required by the NPDES ILR40 permit, the Village developed a map of the municipal storm
sewer system identifying the location of all outfalls, and the names and location of all receiving
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waters. The storm sewer system map is meant to demonstrate a basic awareness of the intake
and discharge areas of the system. It is needed to help determine the extent of discharged dry
weather flows, the possible sources of the dry weather flows, and the particular water bodies
these flows may be affecting. The outfall map is revised as needed to incorporate permitted
outfalls associated with new developments.
Measurable Goals
1. Maintain the Village’s storm sewer system map.
Tracking
1. Track updates to the storm sewer map, including modification dates and changes made to
outfalls.
Regulatory Authority
The ILR40 permit requires the Village to institute an ordinance that prohibits non-storm water
discharges into their MS4 to the extent allowable under current State, Tribal, and local law. To
limit illicit discharges, the ordinance must prohibit both illicit connections as well as the illegal
discharge of pollutants into the storm sewer drainage system.
Effective implementation of an Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) program
requires adequate legal authority to remove illicit discharges and prohibit future illicit
discharges. This regulatory authority is achieved through the Village’s Municipal Code (Chapter
11 – Discharges into Storm Drainage System) which contains restrictions on illicit discharges and
storm water management. The objectives of the Village’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance are:




To regulate the contribution of pollutants to the MS4 by storm water dischargers by any
user;
To prohibit illicit connections and discharges to the MS4; and
To establish legal authority to carry out all inspection, surveillance, monitoring, and
enforcement procedures necessary to ensure compliance with the Village’s Illicit
Discharge Ordinance.

Additionally, the IEPA has regulatory authority to control pollutant discharges and can take the
necessary steps to correct or remove an inappropriate discharge over and above the Village’s
jurisdiction.
Measurable Goals
1. Enforce the Village’s Municipal Code, specifically the Village’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance
(Chapter 11).
Tracking
1. Track the number of enforcement actions related to Illicit Discharges.
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Lake County Watershed Development Ordinance

Several provisions of the Lake County Watershed Development Ordinance (WDO) prohibit illicit
discharges as part of the development process. Regulated developments are also required to
meet the soil erosion and sediment control (SESC) standards of the WDO. Furthermore, the
WDO prohibits illicit discharges into the storm water management system generated during the
development process.
Measurable Goals
1. Adhere to the requirements of the WDO.
Tracking
1. Track the number of violations.
Visual Dry Weather Inspection Program
Inspecting storm water outfalls during dry-weather conditions reveals whether non-storm water
flows exist. If non-storm water flows are observed, they can be screened and tested to
determine whether pollutants are present. Dry weather discharges are typically composed of
sewage from pipes or septic systems; washwater from various residential, commercial, and
industrial activities and operations; liquid wastes such as oil, paint, and process water; tap water
from leaks occurring in the water supply system; landscape irrigation; and groundwater. Water
quality testing is used to conclusively identify flow types found during dry weather inspections.
Testing can distinguish illicit flow types (e.g., sewage, liquid wastes, commercial/industrial
washwater) from cleaner discharges (e.g., tap water, landscape irrigation, and groundwater).
The Village’s procedure for the identification of illicit discharges is included in Appendix D. Stepby-step instructions for identifying storm sewers suspected of containing pollutants, suggestions
for actions to be taken to determine the sources of identified pollutants, and steps for
correcting identified problems are provided. The results of these procedures are intended to
serve as indicators of pollution, rather than to provide specific quantitative analysis. If the
presence of pollutants is indicated, the detective work of identifying the source of the discharge
can begin. Once the source is identified, it can then be corrected.
Measurable Goals
1. Conduct outfall inspections annually (5-year rotation) during periods of dry weather.
2. Follow up on any observations of dry weather flow.
Tracking
1. Track the number of outfalls inspected annually.
2. Track the number and location of illicit discharges/connections found.
3. Track the number and location of illicit discharges repaired/replaced.
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High Priority Areas

The ILR40 permit does not cover storm water discharges mixed with non-storm water, or storm
water associated with industrial activities. However, industrial and commercial businesses can
potentially contribute varying types and amounts of pollutants to the Village’s MS4 through
poor housekeeping practices. The Village of Round Lake Beach has developed an Industrial and
Commercial Inspection (ICI) Program designed to identify and manage pollutants entering the
Village’s storm sewer from sources associated with industrial and commercial properties. Key
elements of the ICI Program include a facility inventory, source identification, public outreach
and education, inspections and enforcement.
Measurable Goals
1.
2.
3.

Maintain a database of industrial and commercial businesses that have a high potential for
contributing to water pollution.
Inspection a minimum of 10 facilities annually.
Notify the IEPA of NPDES ILR00 Permit infractions and recommend enforcement actions,
where appropriate.

Tracking
1.
2.

Track updates to the industrial and commercial business database.
Track inspections and enforcement actions.

Public Notification
The Village provides educational material regarding illegal dumping of trash and used materials.
The Village publicizes the Public Works Department phone number for the public to report illicit
discharges and illegal dumping on outreach material and on the Village website.
Measurable Goals
1. Provide educational material on illicit discharges and illegal dumping on the Village website.
2. Publicize the Public Works Department phone number on outreach material and on the
Village website.
Tracking
1.
2.

Track the type of educational material posted on the Village website.
Track the number of citizen reports.

MCM #4: Construction Site Runoff Control
By many accounts, the most environmentally dangerous period of development is the initial
construction phase, when land is cleared of vegetation and graded to create a proper surface for
construction. The removal of natural vegetation and topsoil makes the exposed area particularly
susceptible to erosion, causing transformation of existing drainage areas and disturbance of
sensitive areas.
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The ILR40 permit requires the Village to develop, implement, and enforce a program to reduce
pollutants in any storm water runoff to its MS4 from construction activities that result in a land
disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre. Reduction of storm water discharges from
construction activity disturbing less than one acre must be included in the program as well if
that construction activity is part of a larger common plan of development or sale that would
disturb one acre or more. Development in the Village is subject to the provisions of the WDO.
Lake County Watershed Development Ordinance (WDO)
The goal of the WDO is to ensure that new development does not increase existing storm water
problems or create new ones. The WDO establishes standards for runoff maintenance,
detention sites, soil erosion and sediment control, water quality, wetlands, and floodplains. The
WDO is the regulatory mechanism that requires the use of soil erosion and sediment controls on
development sites. The soil erosion and sediment control provisions are included in Article 6 of
the WDO. At a minimum, these standards apply to any development project that hydrologically
disturbs 5,000 square feet of land or more. In addition, the WDO requires applicants that
hydrologically disturb greater than 1-acre to seek coverage under the NPDES Construction Site
General Permit ILR10 by filing a Notice of Intent (NOI) with IEPA. The Village of Round Lake
Beach has adopted the Lake County WDO and is currently a Certified Community for the review,
permitting, inspection, and enforcement of the provisions of the WDO.
Measurable Goals
1. Review site plans and issue permits in accordance with the WDO.
Tracking
1. Track development projects from the initial submittal to issuance of the Watershed
Development Permit.
2. Track projects that require an NPDES Construction Site General Permit ILR10.
Construction Site Inspections & Enforcement Procedures
Article 5 of the WDO contains both recommended and minimum requirements for the
inspection of development sites. As a Certified Community, the Village of Round Lake Beach is
responsible for conducting these inspections. For major developments, site inspections occur, at
a minimum, upon completion of installation of soil erosion and sediment controls, prior to the
start of any other land disturbing activities, after final stabilization and landscaping, and prior to
the removal of soil erosion and sediment controls.
Article 12 of the WDO specifies the legal actions that may be taken and the penalties that may
be imposed if the provisions of the WDO are violated. If development activities on a
development site are not in compliance with the requirements of the WDO, the Village may
issue a stop work order on all development activity on the development site or on the
development activities that are in direct violation of the WDO. In addition, failure to comply
with any of the requirements of the WDO constitutes a violation of the WDO, and any person
convicted of violating the WDO may be fined.
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Measurable Goals
1. Document and track site inspections on development sites.
Tracking
Maintain inspection reports for each development project.
Track the number of construction site violations related to soil erosion and sediment control.

1.
2.

MCM #5: Post Construction Storm Water Management in New Development and
Redevelopment
The management of storm water runoff from sites after the construction phase is vital to
controlling the impacts of development on urban water quality. The increase in impervious
surfaces such as rooftops, roads, parking lots, and sidewalks due to land development can have
a detrimental effect on aquatic systems. Heightened levels of impervious cover have been
associated with stream warming and loss of aquatic biodiversity in urban areas. Runoff from
impervious areas can also contain a variety of pollutants that are detrimental to water quality,
including sediment, nutrients, road salts, heavy metals, pathogenic bacteria, and petroleum
hydrocarbons.
Regulatory Program
The WDO established the minimum storm water management requirements for development,
including requirements for post- construction runoff control. The WDO requires all applicants to
adopt storm water management strategies for controlling post-construction storm water runoff
on development sites. All development must adopt storm water management strategies that
minimize increases in storm water runoff rates, volumes, and pollutant loads from development
sites. Proposed storm water management strategies must address the runoff volume reduction
requirements and include appropriate storm water BMPs to address the other applicable postconstruction runoff control requirements of the WDO. Applicants are also required to adopt
strategies that incorporate storm water infiltration, reuse, and evapotranspiration of storm
water into the project to the maximum extent practicable. Types of techniques include green
roofs, rain gardens, rain barrels, bio-swales, permeable piping, dry wells, and permeable
pavement.
The WDO requires that maintenance plans be developed for all storm water management
systems designed to serve major developments. Such maintenance plans must include the
following:


Description of all maintenance tasks.



Identification of the party or parties responsible for performing such maintenance tasks.



Description of all permanent maintenance easements or access agreements, overland flow
paths, and compensatory storage areas.



Description of dedicated sources of funding for the required maintenance.
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The WDO also requires that all storm water management systems be located within a deed or
plat restriction to ensure that the system remains in place in perpetuity and that access to the
system is maintained in perpetuity for inspection and maintenance purposes.

Measurable Goals
1. Document BMPs approved on development sites.
2. Ensure maintenance plans are prepared for all storm water management systems as required
by the WDO.
Tracking
1.

Track projects with maintenance plans.
Storm Water Management Facility Inspections
Regular inspection is essential to maintain the effectiveness of post-construction storm water
management facilities. Inspection and maintenance of facilities can be categorized into two
groups: (1) expected routine maintenance, and (2) non-routine maintenance (i.e., repairs).
Routine maintenance refers to checks performed on a regular basis to keep the facility in good
working order and aesthetically pleasing. In addition, routine inspection and maintenance is an
efficient way to reduce the chance of polluting storm water runoff by finding and correcting
problems before the next rain. The failure of structural storm water facilities can lead to
downstream flooding, causing property damage, injury, and even death.
The Village attempts to inspect approximately 10% of all public and private storm water
management facilities a year; resulting in a 10-year inspection interval. Observed erosion,
seeding/reseeding needs, and slope stabilization needs are documented. During the inspections,
staff identify facilities that would most benefit from a retrofit or other enhancements. SMC’s
Streambank/Shoreline Stabilization Manual is used as a starting point in choosing the
appropriate BMP for remediation activities. Impacts and effects due to climate change are taken
into considered when making recommendations. A master list of storm water management
facilities is maintained and updated on a regular basis.

Measurable Goals
1. Inspect 10% of all public and private storm water management facilities on an annual basis.
Recommend remedial actions as appropriate.
2. Evaluate the feasibility of retrofits and enhancements to storm water management facilities.
Tracking
1.
2.

Track storm water management facility inspection and maintenance data.
Track retrofits/enhancements that occur within the permit period.

MCM #6: Pollution Prevention / Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations
The Village is responsible for the care and upkeep of Village-owned property, municipal roads,
and maintenance yards. Many maintenance activities are performed by Village staff; however,
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contractors are employed to perform specific activities. The Village maintains compliance with
permit requirements by incorporating pollution prevention and good housekeeping storm water
quality management into day-to-day operations. On-going education and training is provided to
staff to ensure they have the knowledge and skills necessary to perform their functions
effectively and efficiently. The Village of Round Lake Beach implements the following pollution
prevention and good housekeeping programs.
Catch Basin/Inlet Cleaning
Catch basins are chambers or sumps that allow surface water runoff to enter the storm water
drainage system. Many catch basins are below the invert of the outlet pipe and are intended to
retain coarse sediment. By trapping sediment, the catch basin prevents solids from clogging the
storm sewer and being washed into receiving waters. Catch basins must be cleaned periodically
to maintain their ability to trap sediment. The removal of sediment, decaying debris, and highly
polluted water from catch basins has aesthetic and water quality benefits, including reducing
foul odors, reducing suspended solids, and reducing the load of oxygen-demanding substances
that reach receiving waters. Catch basins are cleaned manually or by specially designed
equipment. Before any materials can be disposed, it may be necessary to perform a detailed
analysis to characterize the waste. However, material removed from catch basins is usually
stored at the Village’s maintenance yard and disposed in a conventional landfill.
The Village cleans catch basins and inlets on an as needed basis (e.g., complaints, standing
water, etc.). Catch basins found to have structural deficiencies are reported to the Director of
Public Works. Necessary remedial actions are completed by a contractor or incorporated into a
capital project.

Measurable Goals
1. Clean catch basins and inlets on an as needed basis.
2. Report catch basins found to have structural deficiencies.
3. Complete necessary repairs.
Tracking
1.
2.
3.

Maintain and track the number and location of catch basins and inlets cleaned.
Track the number of catch basins repaired.
Track the linear feet of storm sewer cleaned.
Public Works Washing Station Facility
Vehicle and equipment washwaters has the potential to result in high loads of nutrients, metals,
and hydrocarbons in receiving water. The Village of Round Lake Beach currently utilizes a triple
catch basin connected to the sanitary sewer for washing vehicles and equipment at the Public
Works Facility. The Department of Public Works maintains the triple catch basin.
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Measurable Goals
1. Ensure Village vehicles are washed in the proper location.
2. Complete routine maintenance of the triple catch basin.
Tracking
1. Track maintenance activities of the triple catch basin.
Material Storage
Uncovered materials such as salt, wood, sand, stone, gravel, etc. have the potential to
contaminate storm water when exposed to rain and/or runoff. Tarp, plastic sheeting, roofs,
buildings, and other enclosures are examples of temporary or permanent coverings that are
effective in preventing storm water contamination. Covering is necessary for loading/unloading
areas; raw material, byproduct, and final product outdoor storage areas; fueling and vehicle
maintenance areas; and other high-risk areas. The Department of Public Works maintains its salt
garage, covered fuel island, and material storage areas.
Measurable Goals
1. Maintain salt storage, covered fuel island, and material storage areas.
Tracking
1. Maintain list of materials stored at the Public Works facility.
2. Track maintenance activities.
Street Sweeping
Street sweeping operations are performed to reduce potential illicit discharges and to provide a
clean environment. The curb lines of all streets are cleaned on a rotating basis. The rotation
maybe changed or interrupted. All streets with curbs are typically swept/cleaned approximately
7 times per year. Sweeper waste is collected and disposed of in the spoil waste area.
The intended frequency of street sweeping operations is as follows:



April to October
December to March – no sweeping due to winter operations/conditions

Measurable Goals
1. Maintain current street sweeping practices.
Tracking
1. Track the location and miles of roadway cleaned.
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Landscape Maintenance

The Department of Public Works is responsible for maintenance of landscaping at municipal
facilities, along municipal roads, and in maintenance yards. The Department of Public Works is
also responsible for the Village’s program for application of pesticides and fertilizers. The use of
pesticides and fertilizers shall be managed in a way that minimizes the volume of storm water
runoff and pollutants. Landscape contractors are required to meet the ILR40 permit training
requirements and ensure that they adhere to the Village’s SWMP.
Measurable Goals
1. Manage the use of pesticides and fertilizers in a way that minimizes the volume of storm
water runoff and pollutants.
2. Ensure landscape contractors utilized by the Village meet ILR40 permit training requirements.
Tracking
1. Track the amount of pesticides and fertilizers used by location.
2. Maintain a list of contractors that meet the ILR40 training requirements.
Snow Removal and Ice Control
The Village of Round Lake Beach’s Department of Public Works handles snow and ice removal
on Village Roadways. During snow removal and ice control activities, salt, de-icing chemicals,
abrasives, and snow melt may pollute storm water runoff. To address these potential pollutants,
the following procedures for the “winter season” (November 1 through May 1) are
implemented.
Roadway Ice Control - Use the minimal amount of salt, de-icing chemicals, and additives
necessary for effective control. Prior to November 1, preparation work to obtain seasonal
readiness is completed. These tasks include installing, inspecting, re-conditioning, testing, and
calibrating of spreaders and spinners per the National Salt Institution Application Guidelines.
Driver training is also conducted annually for all drivers. The completion of these preparatory
tasks helps to ensure that only the necessary level of salt is applied.
Snow Plowing - Snow plowing activities direct snow off the pavement and onto the parkways.
This reduces the amount of salt, chemical additives, abrasives, or other pollutants that go
directly into the storm sewer system.
Participation in Watershed Group – Village staff participate in a watershed group(s) organized to
implement control measures which will reduce the chloride concentration in receiving streams
in the watershed.
Salt Delivery and Storage - Steps are taken to ensure that the delivery, storage, and distribution
of salt does not pollute storm water runoff. The floor of the enclosed salt storage building, and
adjacent receiving/unloading area is constructed of impervious material. The limits of the salt
piles are pushed back away from the door opening to minimize potential illicit runoff.
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Measurable Goals
1. Continue to implement the pre-season procedures related to roadway ice control, snow
plowing, participation in watershed groups, driver training, and management of salt delivery
and storage.
Tracking
1. Track the amount of de-icing chemicals and salt used.
2. Maintain list of staff that have completed the pre-season training.
3. Track participation in watershed groups by date, topic, and location.
Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
Vehicle and equipment maintenance procedures and practices are designed to minimize or
eliminate the discharge of pollutants to the storm water management system, including
receiving waters. The following standard procedures are implemented.
Waste Oil - Used motor oil, transmission fluids, gear lubes, brake fluids and other vehicle fluids
(except antifreeze) are collected and stored in approved containers. The waste oil tank is
emptied by a private company and removed for recycling.
Antifreeze - Used antifreeze is stored in a 120-gallon double walled tank. It is emptied by a
private company and removed for recycling.
Batteries - Used batteries are stored in the vehicle maintenance area and are and removed for
recycling weekly by a private battery supplier.
Tires - Used tires are picked up and recycled by a local vendor as accumulated. Tires are stored
outside at the Village’s garage until picked up for disposal.
Other - Private certified companies perform all air-conditioning related work; therefore, the
disposal of Freon is not handled directly by the Village. Cleaning fluids and solvents are
contained within an enclosed tank and maintained by a private licensed special waste company.
Measurable Goals
1. Continue to implement the procedures for vehicle and equipment maintenance.
Tracking
1. Track the amount of materials removed by a private contractor.
Waste Management
Waste Management consists of implementing procedural and structural practices for handling,
storing, and disposing of wastes generated by Village maintenance activity. This helps prevent
the release of waste materials into receiving waters. Waste management practices include
removal of materials such as asphalt and concrete maintenance by-products, excess earth
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excavation, contaminated soil, hazardous wastes, sanitary waste, and material from within triple
basins. The following standard procedures are implemented.
Spoil Stock Pile - Asphalt and concrete maintenance by-products and excess earth excavation
materials are temporarily stored in the stock pile in the maintenance yard. Attempts are made
to recycle asphalt and concrete products prior to storage in the spoil stock pile. Licensed waste
haulers are contracted to remove and dispose of the contents at a licensed landfill. Surface
runoff from this area is largely contained.
Contaminated Soil Management - Contaminated soil/sediment generated during an emergency
response or identified during construction activities is collected and management for treatment
or disposal. Attempts are made to avoid stockpiling of the contaminated soil.
Hazardous Waste - All hazardous wastes area stored in sealed containers constructed of
compatible material and labeled. The containers are located in non-flammable storage cabinets
or on a containment pallet. These items include paint, aerosol cans, gasoline, solvents, and
other hazardous wastes. Care is taken to avoid overfilling containers. Paint brushes and
equipment used for water and oil-based paints are cleaned within the designated cleaning area.
The Department of Public Works maintains oversight of hazardous waste generated by the
Village. Containerized hazardous waste materials are disposed of or recycled through a contract
arrangement with a third party hazardous waste disposal firm.

Measurable Goals
1. Properly handle, store, and dispose of wastes generated by Village maintenance activities.
Tracking
1. Track the removal of wastes from the maintenance facility.
Spill Response Plan
Spill prevention and control procedures are implemented wherever non-hazardous chemicals
and/or hazardous substances are stored or used. These procedures and practices are
implemented to prevent and control spills in a manner that minimizes or prevents discharge to
the storm water drainage system and receiving waters.
The following general guidelines are implemented to prevent spills:


Ensure all hazardous substances are properly labeled.



Store all hazardous wastes in sealed containers constructed of compatible material and
labeled.



Locate items, such as paint, aerosol cans, gasoline, solvents and other hazardous wastes, in
non-flammable storage cabinets or on a containment pallet.



Do not overfill containers.



Provide secondary containers when storing hazardous substances in bulk quantities (greater
than 55 gallons).
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Dispense and/or use hazardous substances in a way that prevents release.

Non-Hazardous Spills/Dumping - Non-hazardous spills typically consist of an illicit discharge of
household material(s) into the street or storm water management system. Upon notification or
observance of a non-hazardous illicit discharge, the Public Works Department or Police
Department implement the following procedure:





Sand bag the receiving inlet to prevent additional discharge into the storm sewer system.
Check structures (immediate and downstream) and if possible, vacuum materials out. Jet
structure to dilute and flush the remaining unrecoverable illicit discharge.
Clean up may consist of applying “Oil Dry” or sand and then sweeping up the remnant
material.
On-site personnel document the location, type of spill, and action taken.

Hazardous Spills - Upon notification or observance of a hazardous illicit discharge, the Public
Works Department or Police Department implement the following procedure:






Call 911, explain the incident. The Fire Department responds.
Village Police provide emergency traffic control, as necessary.
The Fire Department evaluates the situation and applies “No Flash” or “Oil Dry” as
necessary.
The Fire Department’s existing emergency response procedure for hazardous spill
containment clean-up activities is followed.
On-site personnel document the location, type of spill, and action taken.

Measurable Goals
1. Implement the Spill Response Plan outlined above.
Tracking
1. Track the location, type, and action taken for spill events and any related illicit discharges.
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V.

Employee Training
The Village has developed an in-house employee training program designed to educate staff
about the SWMP. The end goal of the training program is to provide training that results in the
prevention and reduction of pollutant discharge to the maximum extent practicable. The
program is repeated annually both to train new employees and to keep its objectives fresh in
the minds of more senior employees. The training program is also flexible and will be adapted as
the storm water management needs change over time. Contractors are responsible for
providing proof of similar training. Key topics include the following:













Preventing and reducing storm water pollution from activities such as new construction and
land disturbances; park and open space maintenance; fleet and building maintenance;
operation of storage yards; snow disposal; and de-icing material storage, handling, and use
on roadways.
Storm water system maintenance procedures for proper disposal of street cleaning debris
and catch basin material.
Impacts of flood management projects on water quality.
Non-point source pollution control.
Green infrastructure controls.
Aquatic habitat.
Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Potential sources of contaminants.
Pollution prevention work practices.
How to prevent and reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable.
Hazards associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste and the
requirements and mechanisms for reporting such discharges.

Additional annual training is required for Village employees who manage or are directly involved
in (or who retain others who manage or are directly involved in) the routine maintenance,
repair, or replacement of public surfaces. Training is focused on current green
infrastructure/low impact design techniques applicable to projects involving the routine
maintenance, repair, or replacement of public surfaces.
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VI.

Monitoring, Recordkeeping, and Reporting
The SWMP represents an organized approach to achieving compliance with the NPDES Phase II
program for both public and private activities within the Village. Land development,
redevelopment, and transportation improvement projects were required to comply with the
provisions of the Village’s Municipal Code prior to acceptance of the SWMP. Additionally, the
Village had numerous written and unwritten procedures for various tasks. This SWMP
documents and organizes previously existing procedures and incorporates new ideas to create
one cohesive program that addresses pre-development, construction, post-development, and
municipal activities.
The following sections describe how the Village will monitor and evaluate the SWMP based on
the above stated objective.

Monitoring and Assessment Program
The Village has selected a total of six (6) locations to perform water quality monitoring in
accordance with Section V.A.2.b of the ILR40 permit. Monitoring includes water quality testing
of receiving waters upstream and downstream of the Village, within designated streams.
Grab samples at these locations are collected within 48 hours of a precipitation event greater
than or equal to one quarter inch in a 24-hour period. The water quality analysis includes the
following parameters: total suspended solids, total nitrogen, total phosphorous, fecal coliform,
chlorides, and oil and grease. Water quality data is summarized and reviewed annually to detect
changes between upstream and downstream sampling locations.

Recordkeeping
The Village retains records for five years after the expiration of the ILR40 permit (current
permit expires on February 28, 2021). Records include the Village’s NOI, SWMP, annual
reports, and monitoring data. Records are kept on-site (or locally available) and are accessible
to the IEPA for review at the time of an on-site inspection. These records are available to the
public during regular business hours. Advance notice is required.
The Village’s NOI, SWMP, and annual reports are posted on the Village’s website. Annual
Reports are maintained on the Village’s website for 5 years.

Reporting
The Village is required to submit an annual report to the IEPA by the first day of June for each
year that the ILR40 permit is in effect. Each annual report covers the period from March of the
previous year through March of the current year. The annual report includes the following:




An assessment of the appropriateness and effectiveness of the Village’s identified BMPs and
progress towards achieving the statutory goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable (MEP), and the Village’s identified measurable goals for each of
the minimum control measures.
The status of compliance with permit conditions, including a description of each incidence of
non-compliance with the permit, and the Village’s plan for achieving compliance with a
timeline of actions taken or to be taken.
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Results of information collected and analyzed, including monitoring data, if any, during the
reporting period.
A summary of the storm water activities the Village plans to undertake during the next
reporting cycle, including an implementation schedule.
A change in any identified BMPs or measurable goals that apply to the program elements.
Notice that the Village is relying on another government entity to satisfy some of the permit
obligations (if applicable).
An updated summary of any BMP or adaptive management strategy constructed or
implemented pursuant to any approved TMDL or alternate water quality management
study. Using the results of the monitoring program, assess whether the waste load
allocation (WLA) or other performance requirements for storm water discharges from the
MS4 are being met (if applicable).
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VII.

Program Evaluation
In conjunction with the preparation of the annual report, BMPs implemented by the Village are
evaluated annually to determine the effectiveness of the SWMP. Areas of program effectiveness, as
well as areas which do not appear to be improving, are identified and described in the annual
report. This information is used to provide insight into how the program may need to evolve. The
following are some indicators that the BMPs are appropriate:


A reduced number of outfalls having positive indicators for potential pollutants.



An improvement, or no change, in the annual monitoring results.



Increased stakeholder involvement.



Reduced number of violations.



Improved storm water management facility quality (including conversion of dry bottom or turf
basins to naturalized basins; removal of excess sediment accumulation and a general increase in
maintenance activity on facilities throughout the Village).



Reduced use of chloride.



Improved awareness of water quality and other NPDES program aspects by both Village staff
and contractors.

Monitoring Program Evaluation
The results of the water quality monitoring program are used to further gage the effects of the
SWMP on the physical/habitat-related aspects of receiving waters and the effectiveness of BMPs.
Possible causes of documented degradation are investigated and appropriate corrective actions
incorporated into future versions of the SWMP. A discussion of water quality monitoring efforts is
described in each annual report.

Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination Program Evaluation
There is typically a lower chance of observing polluted dry-weather flows in residential and newer
development areas, while older and industrial land use areas have a higher incidence of observed
dry-weather flows. The Village reviews the results of the dry weather outfall program annually to
examine whether any trends can be identified that relate to the age or land use of a developed area.
If so, these conclusions may guide future outfall inspection activities.
Indirect or subtle discharges such as flash dumping are difficult to trace to their sources and can only
be remedied through public education and reporting. Therefore, it is expected that to some degree
they will continue, although at a reduced magnitude and frequency. Although the outfall inspection
program will be successful in identifying and eliminating most pollutants in dry-weather discharges,
the continued existence of dry-weather flows requires an ongoing commitment to continue the
outfall screening program.
It is logical to assume that completion of the initial dry-weather efforts eliminated the majority of
the dry-weather pollution sources. However, new sources may appear in the future as a result of
mistaken cross connections from redevelopment, new-development, or remodeling. Annual dryweather outfall inspections will determine the effectiveness of the program on a long-term basis
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and show ongoing improvement through a reduced number of outfalls having positive indicators of
potential pollutants. A description of the outfall inspection program and an analysis of the results
are included in the annual report.

SWMP Evaluation
The following types of questions/answers are discussed internally each year. Suggested
improvements are noted and incorporated into a revised SWMP document. The SWMP is revised
approximately every five years.


Are proper storm water management practices integrated into planning, designing, and
construction of both public and private projects?



Are efforts to incorporate storm water practices into maintenance activities effective and
efficient?



Is the training program sufficient?



Is the SWMP sufficient with respect to both the BMPs and measurable goals described for each
of the six Minimum Control Measures?



Are the procedures for implementing the SWMP adequate?



Are there any TMDL Reports within the community and if yes, is there an action plan for
compliance?



Were there any issues of non-compliance and if yes, determine the plan for achieving
compliance with a timeline of actions?
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APPENDIX C
POLLUTANTS OF CONCERN

Pollutants of Concern

Storm water runoff from impervious surfaces carries large amounts of various pollutants to the surface waters of the
United States. These pollutants include nutrients, silt/sediment, pathogens, oil/grease, metals, debris, and litter.
Phosphorus (and other nutrients)

Phosphorus is the nutrient of greatest concern because it promotes weed and algae growth in lakes and streams. Excessive
weed growth clogs waterways and blocks sunlight. When algae die, they sink to the bottom and decompose in a process
that removes oxygen from the water. Fish and other aquatic organisms can't exist in water with low dissolved oxygen
levels. Some sources of nutrients are fertilizer, excrement, and detergents.
Silt and Sediment

Large amounts of silt and sediment, when dislodged and swept by storm water into water bodies, can disrupt ecosystems
in a number of ways. Storm water runoff that contains sediment can deposit harmful amounts of silt in sensitive areas
such as wetlands, wildlife preserves, and stream and lake bottoms harming habitat needed by aquatic insects and plants.
Sediment blocks sunlight needed by aquatic plants to grow. Sediments can carry toxic chemicals that cause the oxygen in
water to be used up. Sediment generally is the result of soil erosion from construction sites and vegetated areas.
Toxic Substances (gasoline, household products, and paint thinner)

Toxic substances may enter surface waters either dissolved in runoff or attached to sediment or organic materials. The
principal concerns in surface water are their entry into the food chain, bioaccumulation, toxic effect on fish, wildlife and
microorganisms, habitat degradation, and potential degradation of public water supply sources. Some toxic substances
that may be present in residential areas, businesses and construction sites are listed below:
 Residential: Pet waste, vehicle fluids (oil, gas, and antifreeze) paint, pesticides, solvents, batteries, hazardous
wastes, street litter, soap from car washing, and swimming pool discharges.
 Businesses: Fuel, soap from equipment washing, waste process water, and hazardous liquids.
 Construction: Sediment, wash water from concrete mixers, used oil and solvents, vehicle fuels, and pesticides.
Pathogens (bacteria, viruses)

Bacteria and viruses include infectious agents and disease producing organisms normally associated with human and
animal wastes, leakage from sewers, and seepage from septic tanks. These organisms can cause disease in humans and
animals when present in drinking water and contact recreation water bodies. Biological contaminants come from litter,
organic matter, and animal waste.
Oxygen-demanding Organics (human and animal excreta; decaying plant, animal matter; discarded litter, food
wastes)

Organic materials (natural or synthetic) may enter surface waters dissolved, or suspended, in runoff. Natural
decomposition of these materials may deplete dissolved oxygen supplies in the surface waters. Dissolved oxygen (DO)
may be reduced below the threshold necessary to maintain aquatic life, impairing or killing fish and other aquatic plant
and animals.
Metals (lead, mercury, copper and cadmium)

Metals in water can be toxic to humans, aquatic life and other animals that drink water. Metals come from vehicle exhaust,
weathered paint, metal plating, tires, and motor oil.
Oil and Grease (petroleum products)

Oil and grease may be toxic to aquatic life, even in small amounts. Oil and grease in storm drains can generally be traced
to automotive leaks and spills or improper disposal of used oil and automotive products into storm drains.
Floatables (litter)

Floating litter in water may be contaminated with toxic chemicals and bacteria, are unattractive to look at, and can cause
death to aquatic animals and birds. Commonly observed floatables include cigarette butts, plastic containers, wrappers,
and cans. Floatables are generally the result of careless handling or littering.
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APPENDIX D
OUTFALL INSPECTION FORM AND DIRECTIONS

Outfall Inspection Data Form
Section 1: Background Data

Watershed:
Date:
Temperature:
Previous 48 Hours Precipitation:
Land Use in Drainage Area (Check all that apply):
Industrial
Open Space

Residential

Outfall ID:
Time:
Inspector(s):
Photos Taken (Y/N)

Commercial
Institutional

Other: ______________________

Section 2: Outfall Description
LOCATION

MATERIAL

Storm Sewer
(Closed Pipe)

RCP

CMP

PVC

HDPE

Clay / drain tile
Other: _______
Concrete

Earthen

Circular

Single

Elliptical

Double

Box

Triple

Other: ____

Other:_____

rip-rap

Other:

Section 3: Physical Indicators
INDICATOR

CHECK if Present

Outfall Damage
Deposits/Stains

Abnormal Vegetation

Other:

Bottom Width:

Other:

Paint
Inhibited

No

Moderate

Floatables
Other:

Orange

Green

Odor
Color
Turbidity

Floatables
-Does Not
Include Trash!!

CHECK if
Present

Clear
Gray
Green
Red

Oil Sheen

Corrosion

Suds

Other:

Rancid/sour
Petroleum/gas

RELATIVE SEVERITY INDEX (1-3)
1–Faint

Brown
Yellow
Orange
Other:

1–Faint colors in sample
bottle

Sewage
Suds
Petroleum (oil sheen)
Grease
Other:

1–Few/slight; origin not
obvious

See severity

COMMENTS

Substantial

DESCRIPTION

Sewage
Sulfide
Other:

No
Partially
Fully
With Sediment:
No
Partially
Fully

If No, Skip to Section 5 and Close Illicit Discharge Investigation

Section 4: Physical Indicators (Flowing Outfalls Only)
INDICATOR

In Water:

Top Width:

Oily

Do physical indicators suggest an illicit discharge is present (Y/N):
Trickle

Depth:

Peeling Paint

Brown
Yes

Trapezoid

Spalling, Cracking or Chipping
Flow Line

SUBMERGED

Diameter/
Dimensions:
_____________

DESCRIPTION

Odors
Colors
Excessive Algae

Pipe algae/growth

Flow Description

DIMENSIONS
(IN.)

Parabolic

Excessive

Poor pool quality

Flow Present?

Known Industries: _________________________

SHAPE

Steel

Open drainage
(swale/ditch)

If yes, Photo Numbers:

1–Slight cloudiness

2 – Easily
detected

3 – Noticeable from a
distance

2 – Clearly
visible in sample
bottle

3 – Clearly visible in
outfall flow

2 – Cloudy

2 – Some;
indications of origin

Do physical indictors (flowing) suggest an illicit discharge is present (Y/N):

Section 5: Any Non-Illicit Discharge Concerns (e.g., trash or needed infrastructure repair)

3 – Opaque
3 - Some; origin clear

Outfall Inspection Procedure Flow Chart
All Outfalls
(Complete Sections 1, 2 & 3
of Inspection Data Form)

Is Flow Present?
YES
Complete Section 4

Do Physical Indicators
(Section 3) Suggest an Illicit
Discharge?

NO

NO

YES

Is Flow Present?

NO

YES

Schedule follow-up
inspection with-in 3 days

Do Section 4
indicators suggest an
illicit discharge?

YES

Illicit Discharge found.
Follow tracing procedure

NO

Complete Section 5

Close out Illicit
Discharge
Investigation

Instructions for completing the
Storm Water Outfall Inspection Data Form
Strike out incorrect entries with a single line; correct values or descriptions are written above or
near the struck-out entries. Do not use a new data entry form to correct an incorrect entry. At
the completion of each outfall inspection, the field crews are responsible for ensuring that a
Storm Water Outfall Inspection Data Form has been completely and correctly filled out and
that all data and remarks are legible.
Section 1: Background Data
Watershed: The ultimate receiving water from the storm water outfall inventory to be entered here.
Outfall ID: Enter the outfall identification number from the storm water outfall inventory.
Date: To avoid confusion, date should be written in the following manner: DAY MONTH
YEAR. For example, 10 MARCH 2007.
Time: Regular time in hours and minutes - am/pm (i.e. 1:30 pm).
Temperature: A concise description of the weather conditions at the time of the screening is to
be recorded (for example, Clear, 75○ F).
Inspector: The name(s) of the field personnel.
Previous 48 Hours Precipitation: The total amount of precipitation during the 48 hours
preceding the inspection is to be noted (for example, none-72 Hours or 0” =4 days). If the total
precipitation is not known, it is appropriate to enter a qualitative assessment if the precipitation
was minor. For example, Drizzle-36 Hours if appropriate. If the precipitation amount was
significant, actual precipitation totals is obtained from a local rain gauge, if available.
Photos Taken (Yes/No): Photographs are to be taken with a camera that superimposes a date and
time on the film. The date and time should correspond to the date and time recorded on the data
form.
Photo Numbers: If photographs are taken, the number(s) is recorded.
Land Use: Check all that apply, noting which land use is predominate. If the industrial box is
checked, any known industries are listed to facilitate potential tracing efforts.
Section 2: Outfall Description
Type of Outfall: Storm Sewer (Closed Pipe) or Open Drainage (Swale/Ditch):
First check if the outfall is either from a Closed Pipe or Open Drainage. Then complete table
row to describe outfall characteristics.

Outfall Inspection Data Form Instructions

Section 3: Physical Indicators
Complete table rows describing outfall characteristics (Outfall Damage, Deposits/Stains,
Abnormal Vegetation, Poor pool quality, Pipe algae/growth). This section is filled out regardless
of current flow conditions. No flow during the time of the inspection, does not rule out the
potential of illicit discharges. Corroding or stained pipes, dead or absence of vegetation, are
potential indicators of illicit discharges from direct or indirect (i.e. dumping) sources.
After inspecting the physical conditions of the outfall, the likelihood of an illicit discharge is
assessed. Use this assessment in the supporting flow chart above.
Flow Present (Yes/No): A Yes or No is entered here to indicate the presence or absence of dryweather flow. If the outfall is submerged or inaccessible, “See Notes” is entered and an
explanation provided in the “Notes” section.
If No is entered in the “Flow Present” block, then skip to Section 5.
If Yes is entered, then the remainder of the outfall screening data form is filled out.
Flow Description: A description of the quantity of the dry-weather flow is provided.
Sample Location: A description of the actual sampling location is to be recorded (for example,
at end of outfall pipe). If the outfall is submerged or is inaccessible for sampling, an upstream
sampling location may be required. A description of any upstream sampling locations is
recorded here. Grab samples are collected from the middle, both vertically and horizontally, of
the dry-weather flow discharge in a cleaned glass container. Samples can be collected by
manually dipping a sample container into the flow.
If no dry weather flow was observed and no non-flowing physical indicators appear present the
inspection can be closed, skip to Section 5 of the form. If no dry weather flow was observed but
indicators appear present the outfall is placed back on the follow-up inspection log to ensure
future inspections of the outfall, skip to Section 5. If dry weather flow was observed (regardless
of the presence of non-flowing physical indicators), complete the remainder of the form and
continue to Section 4.
Section 4: Physical Indicators (Flowing Outfalls Only)
Complete table rows describing outfall characteristics (Odor, Color, Turbidity, Floatables). This
section is filled out for flowing outfalls only.
Odor: The presence of an odor is to be assessed by fanning the hand toward the nose over a
wide-mouth container of the sample, keeping the sample about 6 to 8 inches from the face. Be
careful not to be distracted by odors in the air. Provide a description of the odor, if present.
Color: The presence of color in the discharge is to be assessed by filling a clean glass sample
container with a portion of the grab sample and comparing the sample with a color chart, if color
Outfall Inspection Data Form Instructions

is present. If a color chart is used, the number corresponding to the color matching the sample is
to be entered in this blank. Color is not assessed by looking into the discharge.
Turbidity: Turbidity is a measure of the clarity of water. Turbidity may be caused by many
factors, including suspended matter such as clay, silt, or finely divided organic and inorganic
matter. Turbidity is a measure of the optical properties that cause light to be scattered and not
transmitted through a sample. The presence of turbidity is to be assessed by comparing the
sample to clean glass sample container with colorless distilled water. Describe turbidity as;
 Clear,
 Cloudy (translucent), or
 Opaque.
Floatables: The presence of floating scum, foam, oil sheen, or other materials on the surface of
the discharge are to be noted. Describe of any floatables present that are attributable to
discharges from the outfall. Do not include trash originating from areas adjacent to the outfall in
this observation.
After inspecting the physical conditions of the outfall discharge, the likelihood of an illicit
discharge is assessed. If flowing physical indicators are present, the tracing procedures are
implemented.
Section 5: Any Non-Illicit Discharge Concerns
Any problems or unusual features are to be entered here. If the outfall appears to be potentially
impacted by inappropriate discharges, this can be recorded here. This section is to be completed
even if no flow is observed.
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